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performance of the opera in 1733would not be excluded. During the procedure for the preliminary
injunction the Courtof Appeal of Dii.sseldorfrejected the plaintiff's argument that the alleged missing
could be based on corresponding assertions by Mario Renaldi in that author's book on 'II Teatro
Mifcialede Antonio Vivaldi', Florence 1979.The plaintiff did not complement his arguments in this
procedure. In particular, he did not name additional sources, which proceed upon the assumption
that the score had disappeared during Vivaldi's lifetime. Insofaras the plaintiff attempts to rely on an
expert opinion by the manager of the Barenreiter-VerlagKassel,Ms. Barbara Scheuch-Votterle,which
was provided by him and which, accordingly, has to be evaluated as part of the plaintiff's statement,
this opinion does not justify the conclusion that the music at dispute was not published. Theexpert's
observation remains irrelevant that if there would have been a demand for the score it could easily
have been printed out of Italy in the Netherlands. The expert observed subsequently, that it may be
inferred that in the case of the opera 'Montezuma' the current practice at that time might have been
applied according to which copies of the score remained with the performing theatre and-this may
have been the case-were handed over to one or more interested persons. Otherreasons, which may be
brought forward against the work's publication, cannot be identifted from the plaintiff's arguments
... The plaintiff did not offer any additional taking of evidence with regard to facts, which would
contradict a publication of the score.''

Since the plaintiff had the burden of proof with regard to the factor of the non-publication of the work in the
sense of Art.71of the GermanCopyrightAct, the court rejected the claims.

As a general principle of law the plaintiff has to prove any facts upon which he bases his
Comment:
claims. This rule is not reversed through the circumstance that the non-publication is a so-called negative
fact. With reference to the German legal literature3 the District Court of Dii.sseldorfrejected the plaintiff's
view that the rule of the onus of proof should be modifted. It referred to the exceptional nature of Art.71of
the GermanCopyrightAct and observed that, in consequence, this provision should be interpreted narrowly.
With this regard the court differed from a decision by the DistrictCourtof Magdeburg,4 which had recognised
a neighbouring right in the sense of Art.71of the Act in the Nebra SkyDisc.This is a prehistoric bronze disc
in the vicinity of the Germancity of Nebra, which depicted the sky, stars, the sun and the moon, when
found
3. Michael Riiberg,
"Mo(n)tezumas spate Rache-der
the plaintiff could not prove whether or not 0tir ancestors had published the plate. In this case the Discwas
Schutz nachgelassener Werke im
(ftrst) published by photographs printed by the press in September 2002 with the plaintiff's (the Authority
deutschen Urheberrecht" [2006]
the Protection of Monuments and Archeologyof Saxe-Anhalt)consent. The District Court of Magdeburg
for
ZUM 122, 126 et seq.
held that the Disc,assumedly 3,600 years old, was never published before, since it was not made accessible
4. District Court of Magdeburg
of April 19, 2005, reference 5 W
to the public with a sustainable effect. The defendant, Heyne-Verlag,which intended to print an image of
32/05 [2004] GRUR 672.
the Discon the cover of a book, had argued that the Discwas certainly shown to the public during religious
processions. However,in the District Court of Magdeburg's view it would contradict the sense and purpose
of Art.71of the Act if a (ftrst) publisher of a work of art, which was missing for several thousand years, were
denied protection on the basis of the argument that there were no reliable records concerning the public's
possible access to it. Concluding, the views of both courts appear plausible. However,the more formalistic
approach of the District Court of Dii.sseldorf,which asserts a narrow interpretation of Art.71 of the German
Copyright Act, seems more appealing, in particular when the unauthorised user's investments incurred for
AV the reproduction or performance of the work are considerable.
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law:

Article9(1)(2)(b)of the CommunityTrademarkRegulationstates:
"(1) A Communitytrademark shall confer on the proprietor exclusive rights therein. The proprietor
shall be entitled to prevent all third parties not having his consent from using in the course of
trade: ...
(a)

(b) any sign where, because of its identity with or similarity to the Communitytrademark and
the identity or similarity of the goods or servicescovered by the Communitytrademark and
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the sign, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public: the likelihoodof
confusion includes the likelihood of association between the sign and the trademark and in
respect of the sign (c) ... ".
The first plaintiff is a Swiss company, which produces and distributes high-quality chocolates
made by a
(Lindt), in particular the popular chocolate hare. Production and distribution in Germany are
subsidiary, the second plaintiff.

Facts:
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Secondly, if the shape and colour of a three-dimensional composed trade mark increase
its
distinctiveness, they may have an essential importance for the trade mark's general impression
so that
the question whether confusion arises through similarity of an alleged infringing product has
to focus on
these elements.
In the reasons the court explained:
''The subsistence of a risk of confusion in the sense of Article9(1) sentence 2 lit. b) of the Communit
y
TrademarkRegulation has to be assessed on the basis of any relevant circumstances in the particular
case."

2. See, for example, European
Court of Justice of January 12,
006, C-361/04 P [2006] GRUR
37 Picasso/Picaro
at [ 18]; of March
3, 2006, C-206/04 P [2006]
RUR 413 Zirh [ 17]-[ 18]; German
ederal Supreme Court of October
, 2004, I ZR 91/02 [2005] GRUR
7, Lila-Chocolate
with further
ferences.
• See European Court of Justice
f November I I, 1997, C-251 /95
1997] E.C.R. 1-6191 Sabel[23];
asso!Picaroabove
,
fn.2.
• See Sabelabove fn.3, [29]; ECJ
f October 6, 2005, C-120/04
005] E.c.J.
1-855 I ThomsonLife
8]; German Federal Supreme
curt of May 6, 2004, I ZR 223/0 I
004] GRUR 783
euro-Vibolex/Neuro-Fibraf/ex
with
rther references.
See German Federal Supreme
curt of February 11, 1999 [2000]
UR 506 Attache/Tisserand,
of
y I I, 2006 [2006] GRUR 859
lteserkreuz[30].
See German Federal Supreme
rt of June 18, 1998 [ 1998]
UR 942 Aiko-Seltzer;of March
2003 [2003] GRUR 880
-Plus;Malteserkreuzabove fn.5.

With reference to jurisprudence2 the court referred also to the CommunityTrade MarkRegulation
according
to which a Communitytrade mark's function is to guarantee the trade mark as an indication of
origin, taking
into account of the fact that the likelihood of confusion, the appreciation of which depends
on numerous
elements and, in particular, on the recognition of the trade mark on the market. Other elements
which
required consideration were the association which can be made with the used or registered sign,
the degree
of similarity between the trade mark and the sign and between goods or services identified, constitutin
g the
specific condition of such protection.

Differingfrom the Courtof Appeal the FederalSupremeCourtconsidered that there could well exist
an
identity between those goods protected by the trade mark and the defendant's products. Thecourt
explained
that when assessing similarity of the sign, the sound or the importance one has to focus on
the general
impression which is caused by the trade mark.3 The average consumer conceives of a trade mark
as a whole
and does not appreciate its different particularities.4 Accordingly,it is excluded that the general
impression
of the first plaintiff's trade mark could be determined by the word elements "Lindt GOLDHA
SE".
There is
no rule based on experience according to which the addressed public of a word/image trade
mark would
not recall pictorial elements as relevant in the first place.5 This principle is also applicable in
the case of a
three-dimensional trade mark, which consists ot the shape and, additionally further elements.
Accordingly,
the shape and form of the trade mark may have ~n essential importance, and it is up to the Court
of Appealto
take this into account. The Federal Supreme Court criticised the Court of Appeal, because it did
not observe
those elements which are particularly distinctive, such as the hare's shape, which can be of vital
importance
in respect to of the general i~pression made by the trade mark.6 Theassessment as to which elements
were
dominant in the general impression could be influenced by the fact that as a feature of the
trade mark's
presentation individual elements might be particularly apt to indicate the origin. Based upon
the expert
opinions' surveyan overwhelmingnumber of consumershad considered that, with reference to
the shape and
the golden wrapping and without regard of the other elements, the hare they were shown originated
from
the plaintiffs' enterprise. For this reason the Federal Supreme Court held that the distinctiveness
of the first
plaintiff's trade mark could have been determined by its shape and colour. Taking into considerat
ion that
these were essential elements of the trade mark, the defendant's trade mark could in fact be
similar to the
plaintiff's trade mark. Whetherthis was actually the case was a matter of fact and could not be
ARNOLD
VAHRENWALD
answered by
the
CENTREBMUNICH
Federal SupremeCourt,which remitted the case to the Courtof Appeal for further analysis.
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Copyright New Zealand
updates its copyright protection
yright (NewTechnologiesand
mers Rights)AmendmentBill
TheCopyright(NewTechnologiesand PerformersRights)AmendmentBill(the Bill),as introduced
into
December4, 2006
Parliament on December4, 2006, seeks to maintain copyright protection in light of the impact of
the
"digital
Copyright;Digital technology;
age" and creates certain exemptions to reflect realities regarding the use of copyright material.
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